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Functional Characteristics are a level of description too
detailed for a User's Manual, yet too abstract for detailed ddcumentation.
This information descri5es the external behavior of major subsystems
or the total system. Some descriptions are simply summaries of
information available in scattered locations.
Codes and capabilities are likely to change with system
modification and extension. This material is provided as a detailed
reference source for personnel familiar with the FACES system.
;	 3
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11. pETAII.EE) DESCftI PTION 01' I'ACES ACCEP'f'AOLE FOnTRAN
FACES is designed to oper •dte with a compiler. The compiler
is responsible for policing acceptable constructions which can be
exccuted; FACES is responsible for analyzing synt.ax which is coinpiler
acceptable.
In defining the syntax for FACES, maximum latitude is given
to form. leIhere poss i bl e, fea Lures are a composi te o'f nonccnfl ict-
ing capabilities from several corr;pilers. The presence of a parti-
cular construction implies the source code can be compiled.
The fol l owi ng descri pti oit i s i ntended to def i ne syntacti c
; consi;ructions recognized by FACE`.^; this is not a description of
FORTRAN. A FORTRAN vser's guide should be consulted for° an ex-
plainatior of code operation.
t;haracter Set
B1ank character (significant only in Hollerith literal
strings)
A-Z Alphabetic characters


















^ equa1 sign	 + plus sign
minus sign	 * asterisk
^
slash	 , comma
^	 ^	 ( lef t parenthesis	 right parenthesis
e
^	 .. period	 $ dollar sign
apostrophe (sinqle quote)
" qdotation mark (doub1e quote)
Card Forniat
Standard FORTRAN format with numeric statement 1abels in ,
^
columns 1 through 5, continuatioit in column fi, and source statement
;	 .	 ,;






Statement labels are composed of from 1 to 5 unsigned numeric
.	 .	 ;
,




Statenients may be continued on the next card by placing any
k
7





Cards cantaining any character other than b1ank or a numeric
^f
character in cQlumn I are considered comment cards. B1ank.cards	 =







`	 Source Code C^onentsf:	 •---•---	 ..
^	 Symbolic tiames. Symbolic naines are froni ; to 8 alphanumeric
characters, the first of which must be alphabetic.
Const^^nts. 
^	 1. Integer Consta nts. A string of decimal digits not
F 
fornially constrGined in length.





i.	 basic real constants
<basic real constanty E j
i	 E j
where:	 i and j^^rc.^ integer constants.
-^	 —	 ^i^








Double prccisioiti I;eal	 Constani;s.	 Double precision
constants have 4Ii( y form,
<bas •ic real constant) D J	 ^'
^
where: the hasic real constant and integer exponent




Cnm lex Constants.	 The form of complex constants is, 	 ;s
; ( cl ) cZ }
wnere: cl and c2 are either real o^^ double precision
^	 ,	 ;
; constants.	 14ixture of precision is permitted.
, ^
^ cl and/or c2 may be signed.
^	 ^	 .











;	 6, l.iteral Constant:c. Lii:cral constants are character
data of the form,
Y
	




F	 " <char atringY
C	 5
	
;	 where: efhar strinq) is a series of adjacent card char-
acters including blanks.
;
w is an onsigned integer constant indicating the
length of the character string.
	
:	 If two adjacent delimiting markers {i.e. " or "")
	
'	 appear they are., interpreted as a
single mark, of text.r 
7. Nondecirnal Eiased Cons tants. Machine dependent constant
forms for radix other than 10.
w Z <I1ex constant string,>
0<octa1 consl,ant string ) (more than 7 chars)
<octal conrrtant string) fi
x^hex constant string> (in DATA list only)
4perators.




2. I.o ical operators. The following logical operators are
'	 permitted:
.NOT.	 N. .AfiD. .A. .OR, .0.
t
 ^.	 , ..	 ..	
.
.	 .	 .	 ...	 .	 .	 .	 .. .
	 ...,,......





	 .srt..a...w....fo.....	 ........._,..-.	 ...-....
1I.5
3. Relationiil Jperatars. 1'Itic i'ollowinn relational operators
are rccognized:
.EQ.	 .NE.	 .CT.	 .GE.	 .LE.	 .LT.
Program yariables.
Variable names are limited to a or'less alphanumeric charac-
ters, the first of which must be alphabetic.
Array dimensions are unlimited. Dimension specification must
be declared by either an unsignecf constant or unsigned var3able.
Array reference subscripts may be any arithmetic expression.






HOLLERITH (only as a constant)
NEllTRAL	 (untyped routine names, statenient labels, and COMMON
block labe1s)
Expressions. Expressions are proccssed by content only. Expression
syntax is not examined. Operator precedence is ignored. Any valid
expression acceptable to a FORTRAt, compiler wi1l be accepted by FACES
if components of the expression contain acceptabie operators and operands.
1. Simple Arithmetic Expressions.
Simple arithmetic expressions contain the following components:
Operands: Constants, scalar variables, array references
without subscript lists.
__	 .. 	 •
11.6
4perators: Arit}nnetic operators, and logical operators.
Other: Organizing parentheses.
2. Arithmetic Ex ressions: Arithmetic expressiona contain the
the following components:
Operands: Constants, scalar variables, arrays with unres-
tricted subscripts, function references, and
statement function references.
Operators: Arithnietic operators and logical operators.
Other: Organizing parentheses.
3. Logical_ Expression_s: Logical expressions contain the
following components:
Operands: Constants, scalar variables, arrays with unres-
4	 tricteci subscripts, function references, and
statement function references.
Operators: Arithmetic oFierators, logical operators, and
relational operators.
Expression type is evaluated only for expressions used as
array subscript references, or actual parameters to €unctions or
subroutines. the type is determined by the highest leve1 type of














Nesting of function and array r.eferences within function
actual parameters, array subscripts, and subroutine actual parameters
is currently limited to 5 levels.
SOURC£ CODE STATEMCNTS
Control Statements. Branch targets, t, in control statements
may be either statement labels or variab1es set by ASSIGN
stateiaents. A brancl ► target list is a series of br4nch
targets separated by conmaas.
GO TO Statements.
GO TO t	 (unconditional GO TO)
GO TO ((branch tar(iet l ist)), v
ASSIGIV I TO v
GO TO v, Kbranch i:ai-get list))	 (ASSIGiyED GO TO)
wizere t i s a branch target
v is and unsubscrilited variable
t is a statement label
The branch target list of the ASSIGNED GO TO is optional
IF StatemEnts.
IF(<arith expr)) t1, ^2, t3	
;





wherQ tl, t2, and t3 are branch targets
<arith expr> is an arithmetic expression	
^ ^






















DO R (D0 control list)
where R is a statement 1abe1.
<DO control list^ is the form,
v_ = nI, n2 13
	
with	 v and unsubscripted variable.
n1, n2, n3, the optiona1ly signed DO control
parameters.
	
,	 n1, n2, n3, niay be either constants or unsub-
scripted variables.
E3 may be anitted.
CONTINUE
Identified control statements.
The following control stateihents may bptionaliy con-
tain an identification, n, indir,ated by an unsic3ned




Assinnment Statements, Assignment statements have the usua1
'	 form,
<arith expr>
where v is a subscripted or subcripted variable.
<arith expr> 'is an arithmetic expression.
Input/Outeut Statements. I/0 state+nents are composQd of




I/0 control spncifications are of the form,
( u'r, f, ERR = bl, END = b2 )
where u is a mandatory unit specification expressed as a
constant or unsubscripted varia5le.
r is an optiona1 record spec i fication restricted to
a simple constant ar vnsubscrfpted variable.
f is an optional FORMAT specification expressed as
a statemer^F label or variable name,.
b1 and b2 are branr.h targets.
^
I/0 lists are comma separal:ed lists of I/0 elements.
I/0 elements are:
1. Simple operands (constants or variables)
2. 1/0 elements separated by commas enc1osed in parentheses.
3. Iinplied DO loops of the form
(<I/0 element list>, <00 contro1 list^)
I/0 Statement Forms.
WRITE <1/0 Conw,ol Spec> <I/0 1ist)
READ <I/0 control spec> (I/0 list }
PRINT f, <I/0 list>
PUNCH f, i;I/0 ; i st>
where f is a forinat specification










;	 I	 !	 i	 I	 I	 I'
II.10
^
where u is an I10 unit specification
FORMAT	 only the statement label oP a FORMAT is
processed.	 .
Variable Declaration Stai,ements.	 Variable declarations define
the data type, structurG, and storage allocation of program
variables.









Unless redefined by an IMPLICIT statement, the leading
a
character of the variab'! i<:stabl ishes ANSI standard type.




I through N- type ItdTEGER ?:.;
A variable declaration list is a comma separated list ?




specification implies difinition of array dimensions. 3
A variable iist is a comma separated list of subscripted
i
^
or unsubscripted variable which reference program variables
or elements of arrays.
IMPLICIT	 <type spec>(^letter list>), 	 ....
























where ,^ "type spec> is a dei'}ned type specification.
^letter list^fis a comna separated form with elements of:
1. Single 1etter
^	 2. Range of letter specified as L1-L2.
l,2 must be alphabetically ahead of L1.
DI14ENSION (var declr list>
<type spec^ <var dec1r list>
EQUIVALENCE	 (<var list>),(<var list>), ... ,(<var list) j
DA1'A	 <var 1 i st>/<data spec 1 i st>/ ....,
Oar list)/ <data spec list)/
where <data spec list> is a comma separatec+ 11st with elements ofi:
1. Optioi3ally signed simnle constants
2. p* c ►:here p is an unsiqned repeat specifi-
catioiti and c zs an optionally signed constant.
COMN10N ^block spec^ ^var declr 1ist> ....
<block spec> ^var declr list>
where <block spec> is the form / s,mboii c name I
I f the #'i rst <bl oc k spec> i s a bsent, the COhiMON Bl ock
is blank COFtM0N.
A missing symbolic name exp1icitly rAerences blank
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11.12
^	 Subpt'ocess Statr^^^ient-,,
,	 • -.	 .	 ...	 .
Duimny paranieter , 1-i sts are con+ia sepat•atecl 1 ists of
unSubscripted variables enclosed in parentheses.
Actual parameter lists are comma separated lists of
arithinetic expressions, t.he simplest form of which is a
variable or constant, enclosed in parentheses.
PROGRAPt naine
where name is the symbc,lir name of the main program.
Optional tert following name is not processed.
<type spec) FUNCTION name ^dummy parm l i st>
where <type spec) is optional
Si1aR0UTINC	 name <dunun;► param list^
where <dummy param 1 i st^ i s opt.ional
aLOCK UATA
CNTRY name <duunny parain 1 i st>
w}here name i s the ssmbol i c name of a secondary entry
point.
The type for nAme is derived independent1y of
the primai •y entry.
<dummy param list7 is opttional•
^
sfname <dummy param 1 i st^ =<ari th expr>
where sfname is the symbolic name of a statement
function aistinct from any declared array.
EXTERNAI. namel, name2,_ ..., nameN

















wtiere 'i is an optiotial constant or unsubscripted
variable retttrn specification.
Function reference
naine ^actual param 1 i st>
where name is the sy.nbolic name of an external func-
tion or function entry point.
CALL name ^actual param listy
where name i s the symbol i c nanir: nf a subroutine.
^actual param list, is optioiit•'..
Statenient Order Requirements.
Minimum order requirements are iniplemented in FACES to pro-
vide inaximum flexibilit,y to FOt;T"AN dialects consistent with single
,
pass operation.
1. A11 modules must begin v;ith a header card identifying
the module. Header cards are PROGRAM, BLOCY 1)ATA, ScSt3-
ROl1TINE, and FOtICTIOH.
2. A11 modules must terniinate with an END card.
3. References to arrays must appear after declaration of the
array in a CTMEt1SI0N, TYPE, or COMh10N statement to avaid
ambiguity with statement function definitions and function
references.
Otfier RecLrements.
^	 Since modules are identified and replaced by name, only one
BLOCK DATA module is permitted in the software systemk
'	 :	 a
Parameter 1'ype of Transfer Values Recorded
Value PPCode Predecessor Successor
i ,aranch to label 1 Node number of Symbol tab'te
brancth statement position of
branch label
2 DO LOUP 2 Symbol table f3ode number ofposition of DO 00 statementlabel
3 RETURN 0 Node ntrr^ber Spec3al Return
of RETJRN code (20000)
4 Lagical IF statement 0 Node number of Node number of
IF st,itement statement af.ter
zF
0 Node number of Node*number of
xF statement second state-
ment after .LF
,
5 Externa7 proccdure 0 Nocle numher of
;
Special Call
W'er;°ence cal l infa statement Code (10000)
6 END 0 Node number oF
^
Specia1 ENO	 y
EPID sta lernent code (30000) 	 i




tenninating tion code (40000)
statement
S Primary entry poirt 0 Special code for Node hunber of 	 3
primary entry module header
(70000) card i
9 Secondary entry point 0 Special code for Node number of
secondary entry £NTRY statement
(50000)
 F
10 Branch through variable 0 Node number of
.	 .	 ;
Specia], code for




12 Statement function 0 Node number of
k
Special code for
reference statement calling statement function
statement function reference (50000)
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III.2.1
F"uo1FrAN Flar)NT 1-kt) C(:IlE 5lluMtslsY
D1C^I • c:TCJr. Y C1111[:s
M11DULC T YFPr;
U-UNf)Ef•	l-wkElG	 7- SL.n	 3-FUNC	 4-NLKqATA
5-SE•C.nC SU •3 E: NTRY	 G-'iC CKC FUN FNTNY
5YWt:t l;L COu`E S
CIiA'z ACTL^RI5T ICS
T YP F C F]'7 F; S--
0-UNUi:l"	 1-F"P 2-CF 3-C'N'RX 4-LOG 5-N'1I2L 6-C:H11R	 7-INTG
CLA:iS C q Df:.:i -
0-INDCF	 1-SUP	 ?-S'TFUN	 3-Af2RAY	 4-Fl1N	 b-LANEL
Ct--`iCALAl2	 7-CC:NLAf2 f3-Ct;N5	 li•-ENTWY	 I7-	 Il-
12-P t2CG	 I3-TF.11#P	 14-•	 15-STF ClDbt 1(G^-E:XTPRCC
USF7: TA?iLF: CGF3r.S
USL CCi7LS
0- £^P FTY	 1- ASC1`. E';VAF	 ?- ASGN IVAR	 3- I/l: QVAR
4- I/L7 INVAF:	 5- 01 lNi.:X VAk 6- UC STAi2T	 7- 7C. £NC
H- D4 INC	 9- LAFI 13r F-	 10- XFFt TCl LA g 11- CC M ENTFtY
1?.- CATA £NTFY 1 3- A r RY !11-C1.i2 14- TYF I:NTf%Y	 15- :i114.^-aCR IPT
Ifi- fUN nUMMY	 17- Sl.+.i DUMM1r	 lEi- FUN ACTl1,AL 1S- q U p ACTUL
' 20- GCN p• 11: VACZ 21- ExT PIZffC	 22- ASSIC t-1 VA q
 2 j - rik THAU VAFl
24- Cc,{; iC INUX ?b- il[] l.A'SFL	 2b- I/C IjNIT	 27- f CI•MAT kEF
28-- MTfsL :-lFT41N 24-I-+FF 1.A , 3 LUC 3C- f'GN LlST	 11- Ehl3 LIST
.:1- n r.iN SFjC	 33- F_hO S14E:	 34 - SS£ C:VAT?	 35- Snt I VAR
a- EOt1lV ^iNTY 37--(.xT42h !•:NIY 	 28-	 34-
4(r- t)FCLAf% ^.=	 41- CATA VAL	 4V- Wc:PF_AT	 43- ID INDt=X
44-	 4;5-	 46-ST FUN CALi. 47- I/C kECFtO
hIUiJE i Al''.Lk CC^E=.S
5iJ'.TEMI=.NT TYPf;`; -
C- Un r)F- I"	 1-	 2-	 1- FC42MAT
4- PR I N T	 S- 1 N 1-t. I C I T	 ti-- hAMF.• L 1ST	 7- F:NCt1i7t.
t:- F}CCV!)l•:	 9- n UnlCw	 IC- IF	 I l- C:CNIILCX
11-- r."XTF:HnaL,	 l:i- 1•1 Li,i;K f)ATA 14- E:NC	 15- RFAD
! 6-	 1 7-	 1 Ei-	 I 9-
?U- ENCF IL ►_	 I?1-	 ?_?-	 ?.31 PE'aL
24- EACKS p ACr ; F•-	 ;-.16- LOGICAL.
	
r7- FUKCTZC3N
2ti- ni y Fn:iit]N	 2 y -	 lC- S1:3WElUTiN`= 31- 7ATA
32- PIit;G:AN	 33-- COU'?L. IJ FC	 j y - CALL
	
35- IhTFGFP
3b- CC+++!,YC'N	 37-	 . 38- A6S I GN
	 39- WR IT[
40- FOUIVAL	 41- ST(W	 42- kN'HIND	 43-
44- CONT INUE:
	
45- GE:T[;	 /tci-	 47-
48- ENT:tY
	 50- ry Al:aE	 C-I- RETt1Rir	 52-- ASCNMT STMT




0 - UNC£F	 1^ SS qq	 °TATCMENT IviJMRi`i2
lOCIO - tXT REF	 20000 - F:CTUFn	 3C100 - Tr-NC STHT
44000 - PRi?G FiALT	 50000 - 5TF1:N REF	 60^00 - HR THRU VAR
9COOC - UNCEF LAEEL
PREUECCSSC]R TA8LC
PRCDFCE55CR CUF3FS
^	 0- U1tiDEF	 I- 9999	 STATEMCNI' NUMBER
70000-F'It I NE E:NTFtY	 80000-SECNi] £NTRY
90010-UND£F LAkiEL
OF p p^ ^$GE ZS
R Aua
III.3.1
Summary_ of 5ystem . Anomal ies
O6tec ted ^y FOR1LA.N Front End
FORTRAN Front End anomalies are dctected processing conditions
which indicate unusual circums,tances. Anoinalies should not appear if
the FORTRAfd text is we11 formE:d and tables do not overflow. lfnusual
syntax oti• table overflow inay cause anomalies to appear although the
error should be controlled.
Anomalies^are reported in the form,
***** FF£ SYSTEM IINOT9ALY # D£TECTED 8Y RRRRRRRR IN















^ is an anomaly code indicating the type of situation
which occurred,
RRRRRRRR is the FFE rcut-ne which detected the error,
NNNNNNNN i s the modul e bei i1g processed when the anomaly was
detected,
CCC is the (approxiiiate) card number relative to the
beginning of the ir,odule,
III #s the value found in question, and
















Tab]e of FFE Anomaly Code
Meanin
Bad parameter value passed
Bad table value detected
Bad table positioning deteGted
Unexpected 5equeitice encountered
5	 Probable lockup cleared
6	 Unacceptahle form found
7	 Incapable of performing the requested function
8	 Algorithm produced suspicious result
9	 Processing tahle overflow
k
.1
• r . ^ { ^
Uq ERIES.
FACES allows a user to request the search for certain pre-deter-
m7ned unusual 1anguage constructions in the user's FORTRAN source code.
Such a search is ca11ed a query. The user also has some control over
the format of the messages produced when such incongruous constructions
are located.
110 (ANSIST) - Search for ANSI Standards function names that are no-i:
being used as ANSI Standards functions naEres. A list of these
names appsars in 1'abie 2, whic>> -was di.riveti frori . the: AE1SI FORTRAN
manual AtiSI Y3,9-1966. Ali messages appear in the primary listing.
Exan ►ple: DIMENSION IFIX(10)
ABS = IFIX(MOD)	 (ABS and MOD are variables)
120 (RESWRD) - Search for FORTRAN 'Reserved' words being used as names.
A list of these words appears in Table 1. A11 messages appear
in the primary 3isting.
^	 Example: DIMENSION IF(5,5)
00 = IF(4,5)	 (DO and IF are variables)
130 (DATVAR) - Search for DAiA statements not in BLOCK DATA which contain
^
^
COMMON Block variables. These DATA sat4ments are-loader dependent.




i ,.,.^_ l	 I	 I
IV.1.2
ASSIGN 00 GOTO READ
CALL ENCODE IF REAL
COMlNDN END IMPLICIT RET4lRN
COMPLEX ENTRY LOGICAL REWIND
CONTINUE EXIT PAUSE STOP





ABS ATANZ DATAN DSIN MAX1
AINT CAB5 DIITnN2 USQRT MINO
ALOG CCOS DBLE EXP S+lIN1
ALOG10 CEXP DCOS FLOAT MOD
AIMAG CLOG DEXP IASS REAL
AMAXO CM#'LX DIM IDIM SNGL
AMAX1 CONJG DLOG IDINT SIGN
AMINO COS DLOG10 IFIX SIN
AMIN1 CSIN DMAX1 INT SQRT
f	 AMOD CSQRT DMOD ISIGN TANti
ATAN DABS DSIGN MAXO
















If thP COMMOH IIlnck variable is EQUIVALENCED to a variable
which appears in a DA1'A si.aiement, then both variable nanaes
appear in the message.
Example: SUBRaUTlriE SUB
CONEf40Pa X, Y, 'I.
EQUIVALE• NCE (Y,Q)
DATA X,Q/7.3 0 9.5J	 (5et values of X and Y)
140 (FUHPAR) - Search fflr functioii durrnny parameters assigned values
within the function itself. These represent dangerous side
effects. A11 messages appear in the primary listing.
If a dummy pararr,eter is EQUIVALENCED to a local rariable
which is assigned a value, then both variable names appear in
the message.
Prograni boundaries i:rre not crossed. The use of a duwmnJ+
parameter in anl actual piirameter list is ignored for this
quer,y.








150 {MULBRA} - Search for multiple branching statements which do not
branch to the statement inmiediately following. These are highly


















ExaniI+le: IF (K) 100, 200, 300
50	 C	 FUN(I)
160 (REDLOP) - Search for the redefini'tion of DO Loop control variables
within the 1oop itself. 5uch redifinition$ are illegal. A11
messages appear in the primary listing.	 1
If the control variab1c: is EQUIVALENCED to some other
variable which is assigned a value within the loop, both variab'a
names appear in ttie message.
Program bouncfar;es are not crossed. If a DO Loop control
variub1e appears in an external reference as a parameter, it is
assumed that the value of the control variable is not changed
in the external referencc .
Example: £QUIVALENCE (J,M)








170 (DOTERM) - Search for DO Loop index variables used after the DO
Loop has terminated normally. For many compilers, the DO l,00p
index variable is undefined after the loop terminates under
normal conditions. A11 messages appear in the primary listing.
If the DO Loop index variable is EQUIVALENCED to a local
variable which is used after the loop terminated normally,












Prograni botandaries are nnt crossed. I€ the index variable
appears in a paraineter list, iL is assumed that the index variable
is not used as an input paraineter.
171 (DOTI:fifI) - Same a 170, except that• ttie niessages appear in the secondary
listing.
The message in the secondary listing contains the following:
1. The first statement in the module,
2. The statement containing the beginning of the DO Loop.
3. The statement containiilg the end of the DO Loop.
4. Ai> >tatements in the path(s) leading from the end of the
DO l.00p to the use of ind4x variable.
5. The nctme of the DO LoaF- index variabie.
b. If the DO Loop index vari-able is EQUIVAL-110ED to a local
variable wh7ch is used after the loop term y nated normal]y,
the equivalenced name appears in the secondary ]istinq.
Example: EQUIVALENCE (J,E:)
I=0
10	 I= I+1	 (use I on backward branch)
DO 100 1 = 1,10
DO 100 J = 1=5
100 CONTINUE











180 (IISNUSC) - Search for local variables assigncd values but never used.
These variables ofi.en represent keypunch errors or historical
legacies. A11 messages appear zn the primary listing.
Example: SUBROUTINE SUB(B)
p = fUNC(B)	 (P assigned but not used)
RETURN
END
190 (UrlINT) - Search for uninitialized local variables. A11 messages
appear in the przmary listing.
Program boundaries at•e not crossed. If the variable appears
t	 in a parameter 1ist, it is assumed that the variable receives a
value within'that externa7 i~eference.
191 (UNINT) - Same as 190, except that the messages appear in the secondary
listing.
The message in the secondary listing contains the following:
1. The first statement in ttie module.
,
2. Al y the statements in the path(s) leading from the first
executable statement in the module to the use of the unin-
^
itia1ized variable.
3. The name of the uninitialized variable.
k
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IV.1,7
400 (CE3NFtVT) - Search for corresponding e.OMMDN Block declarations which
do not have the samr; nuniber oi' entrles. Such constructions are
highly crror-prone and son-e are inachine dependent. (see example).
A11 messages appear in the primary 1isting.
Each message contains:
1. The nanie of the COMMON Bl ock.
2. The number of entries in the CDMMON Block.
3. 7he name of module the corresponding COMMON Block declaration
appears in.
401 (CBNENT) - Same as 400, except i:hat the messages appear in the secondary
lis*irtg and ttiat each mes <.•aae contains, for both tfie model COMM0N
[31ock declaration and for 1:tie contparison COMMON Block declaration:
1. The first statement in tl,e module.
2. The statement containing the rOMMON Block declaration.
3. The name of the COMMON Block.











410 (CBTYPE) - Search for corresportiding entries in corresponding COMMON
Dlock declarations whicF, d,> »ot have the same type. Such con-
structions are hiclhly errur-prone. The comparison nf two deelarati0ns
halts after the first mi5m,titc:h is located.
Each inessaqe contains:
1. The name of the COMMON 131 cEck.
2. The name of the COMMON fi1ock entry.
3. The entry's type.
4. The entry number. This indicates where the entry appears in
.	 the COMMON B1ock declaration.
5. 1'he name of the modul e th4 correspondi ng COMM014 Bl ock deci ara ti on
appears i r..
411 (CT3TYPE) - Same as 410, except t hat the messages appear in the secondary
1 i sti ng and that eacli message contai ns, for both the model COMNiON
Block declaration ancl for the coinparison COMMON Block declaration,
1. 1'he first statement in the module.
2. The statement containing the COMMON Block declaration.
3. The name of the COMMON Block.
4. The name of the COMMON Block entry.
5. The entry's type.
b. The entry number. This indicates where the entry appears in
the COMMON Block declaration.




420 (C1:3DIM) - Searc!y for corresponding entries in corresponding COMMON
Bloc:k declarations which clo not have iiiatching dimension. Sucli
constructions are highly error-prone. The comparison of two
l
declarations ha1ts after the first mismatch is located. A11
messages appear in the priirary 1isting.
Each xnessage contains:
l.. Th2 name of the COMMON Block
2, "fhe name of the COMMON Block entry.
3. The number of dimensions the entry has, from zero to n.
4. The entry number. This indicates where the entry appears in
the COMMON Block declat•ation.
5. If the entry is an array, the actua1 dimensions of the entry.
G. The name cf the module tfie corresponding COMMON Block declara-
tion a`pears in.
421 (CBDIM) - Same as 420, except tfaat the messages appear in the sec-
ondary listing and that each rnessage contains, for both the model
COMMON Block declaration and for the comparison COMMON Block
declaration,
1. The first statement in the module.
2. The statement containing the COMMON B1ock dec3aration.
3. The name of the COMMON Block.
4. The name of the COMMON Block entry.
5. The number of dimensions the entry has, from zero to n.
s
6. The entry number. This indicates where the entry appears in
^	 the COMMON Block declaration.





► 	 .	 .
A.
i





s ^	 SUBit0UTINE SUB2r
'	 COMMOPI A,B;
COMMON/COM1/C(11)
COM140H/COM2/ E ( 3, 2 )
DIMENSION 0(2)
430 (CB41JL) - Search for COMMON E3iocks which appear only once in a
software system. 'This often represents a keypunch error or a
r
historical legacy. A31 messages appear in the primary listing,
440 (CBNAME) - Search for corresponding entries in corresponding COMMON
81qck declarations which do not have the same name. Such con-
structians are confusing and error-prane. The comparison of the
declarations halts after the first mismatch is iocated. A11
messages appear in the primary listing.
Each message contains
^. The name of the COMMON,BIock.
2. The name of the COMMON Block entry.
3. The entry number. This indicates where the entry appears in
the COMMON Block declaratian.

















441 (CIi*NlIMI:) - Same as 440, except that the mess^^ges appear in the
secondary listing and tliat. cach message contains, for both the
model COMMON Block dec1aration and for the comparison COMMON
Block declaration,
1. The first statement in the module,
2. The statement containiilg the COMMON Block declaration.
3. The naiiie of the COMMON Bl ock.
4. The name of the COMhSON Bl ock entr ► .
r . The entry number. Th3s indicates where the entry appears in
the COMAION Block declar•ation.





	 (B and C trancnose.:)
COMMON/COM1/X(2)
450 (CBINDS) - Search for corresponding entries in corresponding COMMON
Block dec1arations which do not have the same individual size.
Such constructions are error-prone. 3'he comparison of two
declarations haits after the first mismatch is located. All
messages appear in the primary listing.
Each me3sage contains:
1. The name of the CUMMON Block.
2. The name of the COMMON Block entry.







4. The entry nwnber. Thia inciicates where the entry anpears
in the CUMMON Block dcscl.%ration.
5. The name of the inociule tlie corresponding COMMON Block
declaration appears in.
.	 ,
451 (CBINDS) - Same as 450, except that the messages appear in the
secondary listing and that each message contains, for both the
i
mode1 C014i`90N Block declaration and the comparison COMMON Block
declaration,
1. The fi rst stateaiient i n the modul e.
2. The statement containing the COMM014 Block declaratton.
3. The nanie of the COtiMOP', Block.
4. The name of the Cc7MP•90P; tlock entry.
5. The sixe of the entry, in.computer words.
6. The entry number. Th-is indicates where the entry appears






















QGO (CBTOTS) - Searc:h for corr'espuncfing COMMUN B1ock declarations
which do not have the saine total size. Such constructions
are highly-error-i+rone , and are machine dependent. Art3 messages
appear in the primary 1isting.
Each message contains
1. The name of the COMMON Blocic.
2. The tota1 size of the COt•IfNON Block, in computer words.
3. The name of the module the correspotiding C0MFtON Block
declaration appears in.	
r
461 (CBTOTS) - Same as 460, except fihat the messages appear in the secondary
1isting and that each messaqe cantaiiis, for 5oth the model COt-1MON
Rlocw, declaration ancl the c+mrj!arison COP1M0N Block deelaratiort,
1. The f-irst statement irr the ;+iodule.
2. The statement containirig the C014MON Block declaration.
3. The naine of the COMMOid 131ocic.
4. The totaa si ze of the COMMON B1 ock, i n computer words.





COMMON A,B,C,O	 (longer by 1 variabie)




[	 IV. ].. ],4
5
^
^	 500 (PLNENT) - Search 1`or corresponciing parameter lists which do not^
^	 .
^	 have the same number of entries (parameters). Such constructions
are highly error-prone and are machine dep,endent. The model for
comparison is always the fo^^mal (dummy) parameter list of a sub-
	
t	 .
program, The naiitie of an externa1 reference (a subprogram) is
coiisidered to be the first entry in its ovrn parameter list.
A11 messages appefir in the primary listing.
	
`	 Each message contains
1. The number of parameters in the parameter 1ist.
2. The name of the module which contains the corresponding
parameter list.
501 ( pLNEPiT) - Same a 500, except that the messages appear in the secondary
listing and tFiat each message contains, for both the formal para-
nieter list and for the actuai parameter list,
1. The f i rst statement i rt 1: he modul e.
2. The statement contain ,3nr the parameteN list.
^
3. The number of parameters in the parameter list.
Example: CALL SU81




510 (PLTYPE) - Searclr for correspanding entries (parameters) in cor-
responding parameter lists ►:hich do not have the same type.
Such constructions are hiphly error-prone. The model for com-
parison is always tAe formal (dummy) parameter list of a sub-
pragram. Thn^ame of an external reference a s^ .b^ r ,^]..^
,	 .	 .
^	 cons idered to 6c a naraineter.
Al 1 messages appear i n thf: priniary 1 i sti ng .
Each message contain,°
1. The name of the parameter.
2. The parameter's type. 	 •
3. The parameter number. This indicates where the parameter
appears in the parameter list.
4. The name of the module which contains the corresponding
paratneter 3 i st.
	
51 i(PI.TYPC )- Same as 510, excepi: that the messages appear i n the 	 r
,secondary 1isting and that eacfi message contains, for both the
formal parameter list and for the actuai parameter list,
1. The first statement in the module.
2. The statement containg the pa'rameter list.
3. 3he name of the parameter.
A. The parameter's type. 
5. The parameter number. This indicates where the parameter
appears in the parameter'1ist.
Facample: Q= FUNC(X,Y,I-)	 (reference to R£AL FUNCTIQN)
CALL FUHC(X,Y,Z)	 ;SUSROUTIN£ refrrcnce to a FUNCTION)
^	 INT£GER rUNCTIQN FUNC(X,Y,I) (actual parameter for I is REAL)
,	 .
^	 520 (ALDIM) -•Search for corresponding entries (parameters) i'n cor-
.	 responding parameter lists whicia do not have compitible dimensions.
Such constructions are highly error-prone. The model for com-
parison is always the forlAal (dummy) parameter ]ist of a sub-
program. The name of an external reference (a subprogram) is
considered to be the first entry in its own parameter 3ist. A11
messages appear in the primary listing.
Corresponding parameters do not have compatible dimensions if
1) The actual parameter is an array and the dtimmy parameter is a
scalar.
2) Ifie actual paramet.er is an element of an array and tlre dummy
parameter is an entirc array, except
a} when both paraineters Ftave the same nuinber of dimensions and




9) The actual parameter Gnd the dummy paran^^eter are both arrays,
but they do not have the same number of dimensions.
4) The actual parameter and the dummy parameter are both arrays,
they have the same. number of dimensions, but the dimensions
aire not identical, except




b) when the dimensions of the dummy array are all ones, e.g.,
DIMEiiSION A(l,l.)
I	 I	 !^	 .'. ^9
ZV.1.17
Each messa0e contains
1. The name of the parameter.
2. The number of subsoripts the parameter has, from zero to n.
,	 3. The parameter nuniber. This indicates where the parameter
appears in the parameter list.
4. If the parameter is an array, the names of the subscripts.
5. The name of the moduae which contains the corresponding.
parameter list.
521 (FLDIM) - Same as 520, except that the messages appear in the
r
secondary listing and that each message contains, for both the
formal parameter list and for the actual parameter iist,
1. The first statement in the module.
2. The statement containing the parameter 1ist.
3. The name of the parameter.
4. The number of subsci-ip#.s the parameter has, from zero to n.
5. The parameter number. This indicates arhere the parameter
appears in the parameter list.












fOp {CYCALl.} - Searcl► for cyclic caaling sequences. Such calling
sequences are illega1. All messages appear in the disp]ay
listing.
The message contains the names of the routlnes invoived























130 DA"fVAR - Flag DATA statemrnts nut, in BLOCK DATA wiiich contain
COMMON Block variables.
If a DATA statonent refers to a variable which appears
in an EQUIVALENCE list, then a]1 members of the EQUIVALENCE
list are examined.
140 FUNPAR - Fiag i'unction dunmy parameters whiGh are assigned
value within the function itself.
If a function dummy parameter appears in an EQUIVALENCE
1ist, then all members of the EQUIVALENCE list are examined.
Program boundaries are not cross£d. The use of a
dummy parameter in an actual parameter list is ignored,E.g.,
FUiJCT ION FUt: ;?' , Y )
CALL SU8 (X,Z)
The use of X in the ac.tual parameter list 5UB is ignored while
processing this query.
160 REDLOP - Flag DO Loop control variables which are assigned values
within the loop itself.
If a control variable appears in an EQUIVALENCE list,
^
	
then all members of the EQUIVALENCE list are examined.
170 & 171 DOTEP.M - Flag DO loop index variables which are used after
^
	





If a DO loop index variable appears in an EQUIVALENCE
l ist, then all inenibers of the EQiIIVALENCE l i:5t are examined.
If there exists a path such that a DO loop index variable
is used after the path terminated normally, a warning
message is printed.
Example 1:
5	 DO 100 I= 1, K





In Query 171, the path(s) leading to 1 DO loop index variable
used after the loop terminated normally are printed, ": weil
as the beginning and end of the DO loop. The above exampte
would produce in a secondary report.
5	 DO 100 I = 1, K
1	 100	 CONTINUE
8	 110
	 J = I
A certain amount of patli tracing is performed for this query.
If a DO loop index variable or a variable £QUIVAI,ENCED to it
appears in an actual parameter list outside the DO loop,
then it is assumed that ,the variab1e is assigned a value by
that external reference. This assumption.is
 made because
the query does not cross program bounddries.
I







Example 2:	 Examplc 3:
	





l	 100 CONTINUE	 100 CONTINUE





Exaniple 2 receives a ► ,arning flag, Example 3 does not.
180 ASNUSE -- Flag local variables which are assigned values but
never used.
If a local variableappears in an EQUIVALENCE list,
	
•	 i
then all menibers of tife EIIUIVALENCE list are examined.
	This query does not differenctiate between an array 	 7
and an element of the array. If one eleinent of the array is
used, then it is assuiieG that every element of the array is
used.
190 & 191 UtIINT - Flag uninitialized lccal variables.
If a local variable appears in an EQUIVALENCE statement,
then all members of the E UIVAl.ENCE list are examined. If4	 ,
,
there exists a path such that a local variabl^ is uninitialized,


















5	 IF (JAI.0) GO TO 10
6	 L.	 5
7
8	 GO TO 20
9	 10	 L = 7
'J = V+L10	 20
In Query 191, the patti(s) leading to the use of an un-
in i tialized variable are printed. The above example would
produce in a secondary report
5	 IF (JAE.0) GO TO 10
9	 10	 L	 7
10	 20	 J	 1.+L.
This query does not differentiate between an array and
an element of the array. If one element of the array is
assigned a value, theii -it is assumed that every element of
the array is assigned a value.
Exanipl e 2: 	 Exaniple 3:
SUBROUTINE SUB	 SUBROUTINE SUB
DIMENSION A(10)	 DIMENSION A(10)
B = A(l)	 A(2) = 1.1
8 n A(l)
Example 2 receives a warning flag, Example 3 does not.
While searching for uninitialized variables, a certain






;	 variable EQUIYALElVCED to it, appears in an actuai parauieter
;	 list, then it •is assun;ed tliat tlie variable is assigned a value
by that externai reference. This assumption is made bccause
	
i	 .
the query does not cross program boundaries.
^
	
^	 Example 4:	 Example 5:
	
t	 .
aUBROUTINC SUB	 SUBROUTIN£ SUB
iC = t	 CAI.L SUBRT ( I)
Y_I	 p









































...	 . .	 ..	 ,... .	
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	 ..._...,..,.... . .
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,	 The clueries dealincl with CUMMON dlock niisalignnicnt
shara a number of peculiarities and limitations.
To begin with, queries which compare individual COMMON
81ock entrfes do not produce any warning messages if an
entry in one COMMQN Block dec1aration does not have a




COMMON/BLOCK/ A,B,C	 COMMON/BI.00K/ A,B
ho warning messages -rhich concern type, dimensionality,
individual cntry size, or i3ame mi scnai:ch are printed fior
variable C. liowever, w<.rning inessages are produced by those
queries concerned vrii:li the total aize of the C0I4MON Block
and the number of eni:ric3 in the CCMrI0N Olock.
Second1y, the CJMF1014 [31ock misalignment checks use the
first appearance of a COMMON glock as the model for comparison
of all occurrences of tiae COfiMOPl Block. Since modules are
stored in alphabetical order, a C01'T4011 Slock declaration re-
siding in a module which is at the beginning of the alphabetical
1isting is always used as the model. The primary listing
contains the name of the module which contains the COMMON Block
declaration being compared against.
One limitation is that after the first mismatch in a
COMMON B1ock declaration is found by a query, the query ha1ts	 ^
processing on that COMMON Block declaration. For example,
I^	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 li	 I;	 I.
i
1Y.2./
SUBROUTINC SUB1	 SUBROUTINE SUB2
COMMON/COM/ A,B,C	 COMMON/COt+I/ I,J,K
Type mismatch warning messacles appear only to A t and I, and
not for B, C, J, or K.
Another limitation is that only the statement con-
taining the first appcarance of a given COMMON Block in a








400 1 401 CBNENT - Flag corresponding COMMON Block declarations
which do not have the same number of entries.




Warning messages are prirted for both /COM1/ and /COM2/
410 & 411 CBTYPE • Flag corresponding entries in CflMMON Block
declarat3ons which do not have the same type. 	
;
,
SUBROUTINC SUB1	 SUBROUTINC SUB2
COMNtON/COM1/ A,B,C
	 CoMMON/COM1/ A,B.I







420 & 421 CBp IM - Flag corresponding entries in COMMON Block
declarations which do not have identical dimensions.
Scalars are defined as havinq zero dimensions.
SUBROUTINE SUB1	 SUBROUTINE SUB2
COMMON/COMi/ A	 COMMON/COM1/ A(1)
COMMOfi!/COM2/ B(2,3)	 COMMON/COM2/ B(31,2)
4:arning messages are printed for A in /COM1/ and for B
in /COM2/
440 & 441 CBNAME - Flag corresponding entries in COMMON Block
declarations which do rot have identical names.
SUBROUTINE SUB1	 SUBROUTINE SUB2
C0MMON/COMI / II, B, C	 COMMON/COM1 / A, B, X
COMM0N/ CQM2/ D( 2)	 COMMON/COM2/ D, E
Name mismatch itiessages ctre printed for C and X of /COM1/
and for D and E of /COM2/
450 & 451 CBINDS - F]ag corresponding entries in COTIMON Block
^	 decZarations which do not ^ave the same iridividua1 size.
For the following example, assume integers are one word long
and reals are two words long.
SUBROUTINE SUB1	 SUBROUTINE SUB2
INTEGER B
COMMON/COM1/'A,B,C	 COMMON/COM1/ A,B,C
COMMON/COM2/ D(2,3), E(3) COMMON/CO1421 D(3.2) 9 E(2)
Individual size mismatch warning messages are prinf:ed for B
-	 of /COM1/ and E of /COM2/












460 b 461 £B'fQTS - Riag ccrresponding COMMON Blocics which do not




COMMON/COM1/ A,B,C	 £OMMON/COM1/ A,B,C,D
COMMQN/COM21 X,Y(2 9 2)	 COMMON/COM2/ Q,R,S,T,U










The queries dealing with parameter list misaiignment
share a number of peculiarities and limitations.
To begin with, queries which compare individua1
parameters do not produce any warning.messages if two
corresponding parameter lists do not have the same numher




	 No warning messages concerning type or dimensionality mismatch
are printed for Z. However, a warning message is printed by
^	 the query which compares the number of parameters appearing
in correspanding parametcr lists.
Secondly, the parameter list misalignment checks Pise
formal (dummy) parameter lists as the models for comparison.
1'hirdiy, the name of the parameter list is processed as
the 0th parameter in the parameter list. For example, in
FUNCTION FUN(X,Y)
FUN is the Oth parameter, X the lst, and Y the 2nd.
Finally, all parameters in a parameter list are examined.
If a parameter is a subexpression, then the parameter is










500 & 501 PLHENI' - Flag corresponding parameter lists w"ich do
not have the same number of parameters.
CALL 5UB1	 CAL SUB2 (X+Y)
SUBROUTIHE SUB1(K) 	 SUBROUTIKE SUB2(x)
4larning messages are printed for SUB1.
510 & 511 FLTYPE - F'1ag corresponding parameters whiCh do not have
the same type.
IMPLICIT REAL (A-7_)
K = FUN (X,Y)
INTEGER FUNCTION FUPI (X,Y)
TNTEGER Y
4larning niessages are printed for pa,^ameters FUN and Y.
520 & 521 PLDINi - Flag corresporiding parameters which do not have
compatible dimensions. See queries for a more detailed
discussion.
1V.1.1
Flaq File (Sort_Fi1e) Format
i	 Statement	 +	 Violation
; Location Fields	 i	 F1ag Fields	 i
Global	 Source Code!First Card Last Card ilnteger	 Alphanumerici




1	 2	 3a	 3b	 4a	 4b
4
I
	 Oata Fields	 +
Number of	 Internal	 ;
Occurrence	 Ordering	 ;+(nronar	 Alnhanumprici






5	 6	 7a	 7b
There are seven sort fields and three data fields. A11 are integer
fields, except the alphanumeric Fiag Fie1d and the alphanumeric Oata
Field. Any field, alphanumeric or integer, which does not contain any
information contains a zero. The output format is
FORMATt5(2X,I5), 2X, 2A4, 3(2X,I5), 2X, 2A4)
1. Global Number Key - This sort key specifies whether the violation 1
3
is to appear in the primary listing or in the secondary or display






' '	 •	 ^	 i
^	 . .
V.1.2
appear in the primary listing. An integer >1 indicates that
the violation is to appear in the secondary or display listing.
2. Source Code Index Key - 1'his sort key specifies the location of
the beginning of the source code for the module in which the
violation occurs. If the vio1ation does not occur in a specific
module, as in cyc1ic calis, then this key is zero. 	 ,
3. Statement Location Fietds - This area consists of two sort fields,
the First Card .ey and the Last Card Key.
'	 a. First Card Key - This sort key specifies the first card of the
statement in which the violation occurs. If the violation does
not occur in.a specific card, as in cyclic calls, then this key
contains a xero.
b. Last Card Key - This sort 4:ey specifies the last card of the
statement in which the violation occurs. If the violation does





4, Violation Flag Fields - This area consists of two fields, an
a
integer sort field and an alpfianumeric non-sort field.
a. Integer Violation Flag Key - This sort key specifies which
•	 s
violation has occurred. Each tyne of violation has its own
;
integer code. If a violation is to appear within the orimary
listing or the secondary listing, this key specif;es which.
_
^	 b. Alphanumeric Violation Code - This field contains,the alpha-
;







	 ,__..., 	.	 .J
!	 I	 I	 I	 !	 ;	 ;
Y.1.3
5. humber of Occurrence Key - 7his sort key keeps track of the
order in which violations of the same . class occurred.
If the query searches for 1oca1 violations, then this sort
key is set to zero each time a different module is examined, and
incremented each time a violation occurs.
If the query searches for global violations not involving
path tracing (Rarameter L ► st A' Ilqrmient and COMMON Block Alignment),
then this. sort key is set to zero when the query is invoked, and
incremented each time a violation occurs.
If the query searches for global violations using path
tracing (Cyclic Call Search), this sort key is set to zero each time
the query starts at a new path beginning.
6. Internal Ordering Key - This sort key specifies the internal
ordering of the data concerning a violation. 5ince a violation may
involve a great deal of information to be passed on to the user,
this information must be placed in some order. For example, in a
dimensional mismatch, the vio1ation information would inc1ude (in
`	 the Data Fields) the name of the variable in violation, how many
dimensions it has, and what those dimensions are. These pieces of
data must retain their proper order for the output to be intelligible.
7. Data Fields - This area consists of two fie1ds, an integer data
field andan alphanumeric data field.
a. Integer Data Field - This field contains integer data that des-














b. Alphanumeric Data Fie1d - This field contains alphanumeric data























1. tfnless otherwise noted, all warning messages appear in the primary
listing.
2. Iinless otherwise noted, all warning messages are directly attached
to the FORTRAN statements the messages reference.
3. In the Global Number column, N is assigned values during execution
 such that W. For a further discussion on the contents of this
column, see the discussion on the Global Number COMMON B1ock, JGLO/.
4. In the Internal Ordering column, there are entries of the form
1 (0)	 1'. This refers to the problem of variables being equivalenced
to other names. If the variable is not equivalenced to another name,
or if the equivalenced name is not part of the violation, then the
internal ordering column contain5 a zero and no equivalenced name
appears in the flag file. {1n the other hand, if a variablQ and name
equivalenced to it are part of a vio1ation, then the internal ordering
column will contain a'1' and '2' respectively.
5. In the Integer column of the pATA field,
a. 'entry number' indicates that a variable is the n th COMMON 61ock
,
variable in a COMMON 81ock dec1aration.
b. 'parameter number' indicates that a parameter is the n th parameter	 s
in a parameter.list.
;
'	 6. In dimensionality misalignment searches, a variable may have anywh ,e
r 
>
from zero to n dimensions.
s
7. For Parameter List Alignment, the model parameter list is always the
	 9
formal (dummy) parameter '.:st, while the comparison parameter 1ist is












In the Fiag Integer rolumn, a'i , indicates that a statement
is to be printed by the Report Generator, but that no message is





' ^	 f LAIi	 UH I ti
^
Global	 '	 Alpha:	 ^InLernal	 Alpha-
FORTRAN FROi^T END FLAGS
^
14umber ; Integer	 n^americ ,Ordering	 ,	 Integer	 numer3c	 Cemm ents
Statement not processed 1 012 N4 PROC 0 Not used in processing
Unrecognized Statement 1 013 UNRECOG 0 Statement not in FFE
processing set
Statement Truncated 1 022 STM TRUC 1 Display of	 Statement process
form at trun-	 terminated before





Statement Aborted 1 023 SASORT 1 Display of	 Statement process
form at stophalted tor syntax
• position	 problem	 -
Branch List Truncated 1 042 8R TRUC 0 Branch list of
statemept truncated
due to overload
Node Table Overflow 1 043 NOD FULI. 0 Node Table full.
No more statements
added to tables for
_ modul e
Predecessflr Tab1e Overfiow 1 044 PRE FULL 0 No predecessors added_
ta statements which
fol i ow -
,





















Slobal	 '	 Alpha-	 'Internal	 '	 Alpha-
FORTRAN FRONT END FLAGS Number ; Integer	 numeric ;ardering	 ;	 Integer	 riumeric	 Comments
Successor Table Over€low . 1 045 SUC FULL 0 No successors far node
IUSE
that foilow
Use Table Overflow 1 046 FULL 0 Uses for statements
which follow not
recorded
Symboi Table Overfiow 1 052 NO SYM 0 Symbol	 Symbol not added to
(8 chars. )	 symbol table
Symbol Truncated 1 053 SYM TRUC 1 Symbol string	 Trur,cated form used






Header Card not Found 1 062 NO HEAD 0 Header card not found
a€ter last modu?e end
End Statement Missing 1 063 NO END 0 No end card on module




1 083 NO DEFN 0 Label	 •	 Branch label
Parenthesis too Deep 1 084 PARENS 0 Parenthesis too deep







.. .- .-. ..^_^
. ......	 __	 ..	 .	 .^-__...^...^,^,^,-.,^.^.:...^,..., °
;	 FLAG	 DAW
Global '	 A1pha- flnternai '	 Alpha-
FORTRAN FRUNT LiiD FLAGS
	 Number ; Integer numeric ,Ordering ;	 Integer	 numeric	 Comments
Unable to Locate Desired	 1	 085
	
-MISSING	 0	 Symbol	 Looking for symbol but
Symbol	 cannot find
Unknown Form	 1	 086	 FORM	 1	 ilisplay of	 This form of con-









T00 SOON	 Hollerith constants
to Complete an Element
. 
.._^








Query	 , Number+Integer 	 numeric iOrdering F	 Integer	 numeric
,
Cor^ents
Search for ANSI Standards
;
ANSI
Function Names used not as	 1	 110 ANSIST 0 Standards
ANSI Standards Functions Plame
Search for FORTRAN FORTRAN
Reserved Words used as	 1	 120 RESI•!RD 0 Reserved
names Word -
Search for DATA statements 	 1	 130 DATVAR (0)	 1	 i Name ofVariable
contazning COMMON Block
EGuivalenced
variables not in BLOCK DATA
	 1	 130 DATVAR 2 Name








Searc:h for multipie branchin
statements which do not
	 1	 150 M[lLBRA 0branch to the statement
immediately following
Search for the redefinition
	
1	 150 REQLOP ^(0)	 1 Name o	 con-trol variabl
of DO Loop control variable Equiva ence
within the loop itself 	 1	 160 REDLOP 2 Name
^ -
^	 .
^...:.:. ^..:..-..._ ..,..^:..^... ; ^- ^S=.e..:^...,^. .	 ^





G1 obal '	 F+1 pha- ;i T1 terral.
Query	 _	 iNumber ; Ir,teger numeric ,Crdering ; 	 Integer
^Search for DO Loop index
variable used after the
loop has terminated normally
- -	 -Warning messagestoappear fi 1
in primary listing	 i
1
-----------------------------










Search for local variables 	 1
assigned values but never used
^
170	 DOTERM 1(0)	 1
170	 DOTERM k	 2
1	 J DOTERM E	 1
1	 DOTERM	 2







171	 ^ DOTERM	 n+3
171	 ^ DOTERM	 n+4
	
1$0 ^ ASNUSE	 0
^*• -^=-^s:^ e „:^+^ - .-
	 - -
. 







^ Name of index I






J beginning of 00 Loop
;statement containing
^	 ;end of 00 Loop
l Name of index i l st statement







-jName of i ndex n-1 st statement
Jvariable lin path






^^{^^]^	 ^	 ^ :%•	 „y'.
	
^.ii ' -	 .	 .. . .
	
.	





 F	 ;	 FLAG	 i	 !	 QATA








uarning messages-to appear 1 1 UNINT 1	
lst statement
in secondary listing in module
1 i UNINT














Name of	 n-lst statementM-1 
- variable	 in path
E
` N 191 UNINT n+i
	
Name of	 nth statement
ivariable	 lin-. path
e	 ,
Global !	 A1pha- ilnternal t	 Alpha-
Query	 Humber i Integer numeric Urdering 	 Iriteger	 numeric •	 Comments
Determine if corresponding
COMM4N Block declarations
have the same number of
entries




4larning messages to appear
in secondary listings
a
1	 400	 CBNENT	 2	 Name of the	 -
other module
N	 1	 CBNENT	 1	 1	 ^	 lst statement in
.	 .	 mode3 module
%model jndi-
cator}
N 401 CBNENT -	 2 Name of
COMMON Bl oc[c
N 401 CBNENTT 3 Number oTr
entries




lst statement i n
(comparison comparison module
indicator)
N 401 CBNENT 5 Name ofCOMMON B1ock







;	 Global '	 Alpha- ;Internal
^Quer^y	 Iiumber ; Integer nur^eric ^,rdering i	 Integer
1 410 CBTYPE 1
Entry's	 I;Iame of
data type	 COW,OH Bl ock
1 410 CBTYPE 2 Entry	
Name of
number	 entry
1 410 CBTYQE 3 Name °fother module
N 7 CBTYPE 1 (model in-
dicator
N 411 CBTYPE 2 Entry's	
Name of
ddta type	 CQMMON Block
N 411 CBTYPE 3
Entry	 Name of
Number	 entry
ii 1 CBTYPE 4 (comparison
indicator
N 411 CBTYPE 5 Entry's	
Name of
r.a.ta type	 COMMON Block







have the same type
Warning messages to appear
in primary listing _





i 5t statement in
comparison module
,











Globai '	 Alpha- ^Internal





1 420 CBDIM 1 Nwnber of	 Name ofdimensions	 COMMON Block
a 420 CBDIM Z Entry	 Name ofNumber	 entry
i 420 CBDIM 3
lst	 Name of	 lst dimension does not
dimension
	



















nt1 420 CBDIM n+2 dimension




N 421 CBDIM 2 Number of	 Name ofdimensions
	
COMMON Block
N 421 CBDIM 3 Entry	 Name of
number	 entry
lst










N 421 CBDIM n+3 dimension
-------------------











Query tJur^ber	 ; Integer numeric ,Crdering 	 ; Integer rEumeric	 Comments
(continued from preceding N 1 CBDIM n+4 2(comp6rlsan lst statement inl comparisonpage) i ndiciltOr module	 y
N 421 CBDIM n+5 Number °f Name ofdimensions COMMON Block
N 421 CBDIM n+6 Entry Name of
number entry
st




N 421 CBDIM n+m+6 mdimension
Determine if a COMMON






ELAG	 3	 i	 I}ATA
61oba1 '	 A1^ aR ^Internal ^	 Alpha-








` Warning messages to appear
1 440 CBNAME 1
Name of
in primary listing CDMM©N Block
^
c 1 440 CBNAME 2 Entry Name of
, Number entry





Warning messages to appear	 ^V 1 CBNA^4E 1 (model in- lst stat^:pnt inmodel moduie
^ in secondary iisting dicator






^ N 441 CBNAME 3 Entry Hame of
^ number entry
N 1 CBNAh1E 4 (comparison 1St statement incomparison moduleind4cator
441 CBNAME b filame ofCOMMDN BltickN








have the same individual size
Warning messages to appear 1 454 CBINDS 1
Size of Name of
in primary listing entry C"QN Block
1 450 CBINDS 2 Entry Name ofNumber entry
1 450 CBINDS 3
Name of
other module	 -
Warning-messages -to-appear	 -	 N
1
CBiNDS l (model in- Ist statement in
secondary listing dicator rr.odel module
451 CBiNDS 2 Size of
Name of
N
° entry CON^+IaN Block
451 CBINDS 3 Entry Name ofN
number entry
N 1 CBINDS 4 (comparison lst statenentin comparison module
indicator
451 CBINDS 5 Size of Name of•	 N entry COM0N Bl ock









. . . 
_	




Global }	 Alpha- 'Internal ^	 Alpha-







iiumber i Integer numeric ,Jrdering ; 	 Integer	 numeric





1	 460	 CBTOTS	 1 Total-	 Name ofsize
	
COMNEON Block
1	 460	 CBTOTS	 2	 Name of
other module
N	 1	 CSTOTS	 1	 (mode7 i n-	 1 st staterrent i n
i	 dicator)	 model module
N 461 CBTOTS 2 Name of	 1COMMON Block
N 461 CBTOTS 3 Total
size
N 1 CBTOTS 4 (comparison	 jst stateraent in -
indicator	 canparison module
N 461 CBTOTS 5 Total	 Name ofsize
	
CQWON 81ock







VON Blocks have the same
tal size
rning messages to appear
primary listing
^ning messages to appear
secondary listing
.1	 Number of	 Name of para-
parameters	 meter list
2	 Name of other
module
1' ^mode7 i n- st statement i n
dicator} model module




4 2 lst statement
(comparison omparison module
yndicator





FLAG	 +	 i	 DATA
Global	 Aipha- lInternal	 Alpha-
Query	 Number , Integer numeric ^rdering , 	 Integer	 numeric	 Comments
Determine if corresponding
parameter lists have the
same number of parameters
Warning messages to appear in	 1	 500	 PLNENT
primary listing
1	 500	 PLNENT
Warning messages to appear




	 I 1	 JPLNENT
N	 501	 I PLNENT
N	 501	 IPLNENT
^FLAG +	 t DATA
Global Alpha- ^Ieternal ^ Alpha-
Query Number	 ,
k
Integer numeric,Ordering , Integer numeric Comments
etermine if corresponding
parameters in corresponding
parameter iists have the -
same type
-----------------------------
arning messages to appear
in primary listing 1 of para510 PLTYPE	 I Parameter's	 liumber
^ •	 -
type list
510 PLTYGE 2 ParameterI Name of
Number parameter
510 PLTYPE 3 Name of other1
module
^ ------------------------------





PLTYPE	 1 ^r^•oaei	 in-
r in secondary listin 9 dicator
^Parameter s Name of para-;
^
N 511 PLTYPE ?
type meter list
.F





N i PLTYPE 4
2(compar3son lst statement in comparison module
^ ir^dicator
511 PLTYPE 5
Parameter's Name of para-N









. ..., ... .
-	 -	 ^
 .
FLA6	 +	 ;	 DAfP
^ G] obal i	 Al pha- ^In torr:al ^
	 A1 pha-
	 1,
	Query	 idumber , Integer numeric ;Ordering
	 Integer	 numeric	 Comments
Determine if corresponding
a	 t	 d'	 '
parameter lists have
p rame ers in correspan inq	
^
compatible dimensions
-	 r	 -	 -Warningmessagestoappear
in primary listing
	
' ^ 520 PLDIM
I
1 520 Pl.D I M '	 2
^
1 520 PLDIM i	 3
,
1 520 I PLDIM ^	 4
^




Number of	 ^ Name of para-I!
subscripts	 meter list
,
Parameter	 ; Name of
Number	 ! parameter
I Name of	 !
other module










.....	 _	 .._.	 .	 ..	 _	 _	 _
_ ....
	
..	 ....	 .	 .	 .	 .	 ,	 ..	 .	 .	 ,
FLAG	 DATA	 r ^	 ~
; ^	 c
uI obal	 i	 Al pha-^F r=;.ernal	 ^	 A1 ph^-









^	 '	 ^ iarnir^g messagesto appear	 ^ ^	 st
`	 i	 statement in zin secondary listing 1	 iPLDIM	 1	 ^^model; indi- i^ model modul e
. ^ cator) ^	 -
4 Name of para- ` --N 521	 k PLDIM	 2 i Number of	 I
subscripts	 imeter list
N 521 PLQIM	 3
Parameter Name of
number parameter
i^ame of 1 stN 521 PLDIM 4
subscript
_
. . . . .
N 521 PLDIM r. ^3 Name of ntb ^
subscript F
lst statement inN 1 PLDIM n+4 (comparison
' indicatar comparison module





Name ofN 521 PLDIM ry+6 Parameter
number pararreter --
Name of lstN 521 PLDIM n4;
subscript

















;	 FLAG	 I	 I 	 GATA	 I
Global	 Alpha-	 lIn;ernal	 Alpha-F
Number , Integer	 numeric Crdering	 ,	 Integer	 r:umeric	 Comments
N 600 CYCALL 1 N^►me of
	 1 S	 member of
calling	 cyclic sequence
routine























Search for cyclic calling
sequences warning messages




















Lo.cal Data	 Local Header








































































^	 Global Table Allocation
,
f '	 Assocyated	 Starting	 Length
^

























Local Table Fi1e Structure









































where N determined from module number
	
^
entry of the Directory,
^
#i
^ 3
